“Where the Wild Things Are” Treats

Supplies

- Sugar Cookies
- Frosting (yellow or white)
- Apples
- Cheddar Cheese slices
- A few pieces of dried spaghetti
- Chocolate Bars
- Grater

Instructions

1. Slice an apple and cut cheese into triangles.

2. Stick cheese on spaghetti noodles and into apple slices to for a boat.

3. Frost the sugar cookie with yellow frosting.

4. To make the horns, take a small piece of the Air Heads candy (the Mystery flavor) and mold it in your hands to shape it into horns. Use the frosting to secure to your cookie.

5. Use a cheese grater to grate a few bars of chocolate. This will be their hair on the monster cookies.

6. Sprinkle the grated chocolate bar around for the monster’s hair and then
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